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Rediscover the solar system!  Solar System  is a relaxing game, which will allow you to deepen your knowledge of the Solar
System by interacting with the planets!

 Features:

■ The Sun with 9 Planets and 5 Satellites in 4K!
■ Information about each planet!

■ Interaction with the planets!
■ Relaxing space music!
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This is a great game, and you should play it.
However, as critically acclaimed as this game is, it was critically acclaimed 20 years ago.
You should be prepared for awkward controls, low resolution, and some weird AI.
Other than that, would recommend. Like SWAT 1, it's a nostalgia machine.. i don't remember buying this game but here it is

it is a serviceable tower defense. I cannot recommend this game in it's current state for one very very simple reason
There's a delay between pressing the button and jumping

That's all, that's my only problem. It's still fun, but the jumping thing ruins it.. Very short and repetitive.. Mixed feelings about
this game. On one hand, the puzzles are fun if you enjoy nonograms. On the other hand, the difficulty never ramps up through
the 100 puzzles you have to complete. In some cases, the puzzles cannot be solved by logic and will require you to take a leap of
faith to complete the last couple empty spots. Finally, the graphics are atrocious and will remind you of those creepy youtube
videos made for children.. Shadows, where do I begin on this one...
Pros:
-One new faction that is innovative and has unique mechanics.
-Espionage better than anything Civ has ever done.
-$13, while a bit expensive (should probably be $10, like Guardians) is still less than other companies would charge you for a
similar product.
-The Forgotten have the most freaking awsome theme in the game!
Cons:
-Price could be a few dollars lower, but even just a 25% off sale, not uncommon for Endless Legend DLC brings it down to a
good price.
-Espionage could be faster, but maybe that's just my familiarity with Civ talking.

Conclusion:
Buy this, it's good content for a decent price, especially if it's on sale. It makes the game experience a good bit more exciting.
. My dumbass used to be seemingly afraid of playing this game because of the "oh it's just a tumblr meme" attitude but the
minute I actually took a step into this game I fell in love with it. It's a superb, really wonderfully put together piece of
storytelling with original characters, genuinely very funny humour, a great soundtrack and overall just a huge amount of passion.
It's very clear Toby Fox really loves this world and it shows. For \u00a37 it's a joke how much you'll enjoy it for such an
insignificant price. Buy it and play it over a weekend. You could finish it in a day if you'd like, but it's well worth the money and
it's just a spectacular experience. One of the best narratives I've ever experienced and a charming adventure I won't forget..
Absolutely pointless but ill support the developer
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Clunky game mechanics, underworked menu interface, as well as pretty yet wonky objects & creatures. What I appreciate about
this game is the option to choose your robot(ex) skin, with nods to some cultural characters like Iron Man. Even the weapon
arsenal is a welcomed feature, although I have tried so far 3 different types, each one of them better than the previous one. I
would have suggested to put them, along with the skins, as unlockables for the replay value but judging by the overall
experience, these features can't redeem the game enough to get a positive review.

There's not much to say besides the fact that this game is so unpolished to the point that it's like a C-grade school project by
aspiring, wanna-be game developers. The amount of visual contents, weapon\/skin variety and such does show promise of the
developers' ambition and might serve as a stepping stone to something better and more playable, should they learn from the
critics. (how harsh they might be)

Don't grab it, if you happen to own it.
Just idle for the cards and when you finished, hide the game from your library.
. Really enjoyed it, will be a pick and play go to for me. Just as a bullet hell shooter should be.. I really liked this game. Not sure
what all the negative reviews where about.

I would say "it is what it is" because of the nudity and obvious reason why I and everyone else bought it. But on it's own merit,
it's really a good game. Not the longest game, but plenty of entertainment. The battles where actually challenging towards the
end, most of the characters where charming and likable, exploration was definitely rewarded.. Thumbs up.

I will say, the main character (the one you play as) is a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Perhaps a little more than
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 But, considering hypergamy, he is exactly what he has to be for any of the girls
liking him to make sense. I hate to say it, but if he was a nice guy, it would be immersion breaking. I died a little typing that. But
it's the truth.

Another note. I was hoping that there would be possible harem ending. There might be, but I'm having a hard time finding out.
The process of earning love and obedience points from the girls is grueling (like real life, lol). If you spend your MP charming
them, you get p0wned in fights. If you use your MP to survive the fights, the girls hate your guts. Items to serve as social
lubricant are scarce at best. The formula for wooing them requires a doctorate in mathematics. (Not really, and devs - please
don't stop using advanced metrics like this, they're wicked cool!) Really, about the only way to get one naked or get anywhere
with them is to pick one for each play through, give her all the items and attention, and cross your fingers.

Oh, and SAVE FREQUENTLY!! Like before entering EVERY room. You'll run over an event trigger or click on something
and you'll be forced to make a choice that has no takesies backsies option. Also, *spoiler alert* don't waste precious resources
on the girl with the biggest boobs in the beginning of the game. She dies. I about rage quit on her, lol.

All in all, I give this game 9\/10. Graded on a curve for it being a TnA game and subtracted one point for making it so damn
hard to get muh soft core pr0n! ;). its is♥♥♥♥♥. great game one of the best ones ive played yet the dude with the butcher knife
really got me startled. I have like 6 minutes in this game and that's enough. This game is either:

A: Completely stupid and makes no sense.

or

B: Makes perfect sense and was designed for people whose IQ is infinitely higher than mine.

Either way I'll tell you right off the bat I knew I was going to hate this game, and EVEN if it has the potential to be something
amazing, and even if it tells a fantastic story (hypothetically, as I'll never know) It's all ruined for me by the art. It literally hurts
my eyes to look at it. It looks worse than a clumsy UI that was drawn in Microsoft Paint, and I just can't handle it. I'm sorry Rail
Slave Games, I'm sorry. :(. Very simple, very stupid but still... quite all right. For an hour or two. Recommended, if you have
nothing better to do and if you like stupid, little games ;). This is NOT a game. It's a workout program, and you are gonna love
it.
I will recomend this to anyone who are always making exhuses for not working out.
This is making workout fun. And i don't mean "I tolerant it" fun. But ACTUAL fun.
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10 pain \\ 10 gain. You guys would be better off just getting the free mobile version rather than this one.

I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game, causing
there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the last 2
weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out when the
singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13 players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even remotely
either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of development,
Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they are funding now
currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's basement out of some circuit-
board kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now, the games Kongregate has funded are
horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.

In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum of it's
own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get rewards for
watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something that isn't your fault at
all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game you couldn't even complete
because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io or something stupid like that, and on
top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a potential scam that is literally the same on
mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile
and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a
gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it
would be.

In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you probably
wasted before reading this review.. I love this game. It's amazing and I would recommend it to anyone and everyone.
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